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ABSTRACT 

In 1970~ the Watep Resoupces ReseaPch Centep initiated a study of 

neutpon weZt Zagging techniques in Hawaii. The pPimaPY objective of this 

studY was to appZy neutpon Zogging techniques to the ppobZem of obtaining 

peZiabZe poposity data and peZating these to watep yieZds fpam Hawaiian 

aquifeps. 

Neutpon weZZ Zogging in Hawaiian basaZtic formations has ppoduced 

much impoptant quaZitative and quantitative information. The most impop

tant appZication has been the determination of poposity in the satuPated 

zones. Intepppetation of neutpon Zog pesponses in Hawaiian basaZtic 

formations is simiZaP to conventionaZ neutpon Zog intepppetation in 

sedimentaPy formations. Neutpon count vaPies as an invepse function of 

poposity. High neutpon counts aPe indicative of Zow poposities and Zow 

neutpon counts aPe indicative of high poposities. In genepaZ~ the 

neutpon Zags aPe extpemeZy pesponsive to detaiZed changes in formation 

poposity~ and of paPticuZaP impoptance is that the peppoduaibiZity of 

neutpon Zogs fpom the same weZZ is exceZZent. Neutpon Zogs fpom Hawaiian 

weZZs aZso aPe extpemeZy pesponsive to the satUPated-unsatuPated boundaPy 

and to the casing termination. SupppisingZy~ the neutpon Zogs show ZittZe 

consistent pesponse ·to nominaZ hoZe diametep OP bopehoZe fZuid saZinity. 

ProbabZy the best use of the neutpon Zogs is in conjunction with 

othep bopehoZe geophysicaZ Zogs. CoppeZation between neutpon Zogs and 

eZectPic pesistivity Zags is paPticuZaPZy good. 
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I NTRODUCT ION 

Background of Study 

The basalts which comprise the principal groundwater aquifers in the 

Hawaiian Islands are amongst the most permeable rocks on earth, and have 

transmissivities which often exceed 10 7 gpd/ft. This is owing to their 

very young age, and even more important, to the small thickness of indivi

dual lava flows. Most of the Hawaiian flows are 20 feet thick or less, and 

this is particularly important as many of the water-bearing structures in 

the Hawaiian lavas are associated with the surface and near-surface 

portions of flows. 

The high permeability of Hawaiian lavas results primarily from major 

flow structures, the most important to which include clinker zones in aa 

flows, lava tubes and gas vesicles in pahoehoe flows, vertical contraction 

joints formed by the cooling of the lavas, and irregular openings associa

ted with the surface between flows. Because of this, the permeability as 

well as the porosity is subject to extreme local deviations and can best be 

described as extremely anisotropic and nonhomogeneous. 

In 1966, in order to determine the applicability of conventional 

electric and geophysical well logging methods for use under the Hawaiian 

groundwater conditions described above, the Hawaii Water Resources Research 

Center initiated a comprehensive study of electric well logging and other 

geophysical well logging techniqes in Hawaii. Financial assistance was 

provided by the Board of Water Supply of the City and County of Honolulu 

and the Hawaii State Division of Water and Land Development. Results of 

that study have been published by Lao, Peterson and Cox (1969). 

The functions logged in the electric well logging study included 

spontaneous potential, point resistivity, short and long normal resistivity, 

lateral resistivity, water temperature, water conductivity, and caliper. 

During the course of the project, from 1966-69, some 53 wells on Oahu and 

12 on Kauai were logged. Since then the Honolulu Board of Water Supply, 

which has taken over operation and maintenance of the logging equipment, 

has logged nearly 50 more wells on Oahu. Several wells have been logged 

more than once, and 4 aeep monitor wells on Oahu, all exceeding 1000 feet 

depth, have been logged periodically for salinity and temperature. 

The electric logging study indicated that the interpretation of 
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spontaneous potential and resistivity logs from the few wells in Hawaiian 

sedimentary rocks is similar to interpretation of logs from continental 

sedimentary aquifers. However, the interpretation of spontaneous potential 

and resistivity well logs in Hawaiian basalts, which constitute most of 

the aquifers, are unusual because of the relatively uniform composition of 

the basalts, the complex relation of porosity to resistivity in basaltic 

aquifers, and because logging usually is performed in water-filled bore

holes. In general, interpretation of the other geophysical parameters 

logged in Hawaii, such as fluid conductivity, fluid temperature, and bore

hole diameter, follow conventional water well techniques. 

Resistivity and spontaneous potential logs obtained during this study 

produced much important qualitative information and some quantitative 

information. Resistivity logs from wells in basaltic aquifers indicate 

the location, number, thickness, and total thicknesses of permeable and 

less-permeable formations and are extremely useful as indicators of water 

yielding zones. High resistivities generally are indicative of dense im

permeable basalts and low resistivities are indicative of porous permeable 

zones most likely to contribute water to the borehole. The electric logs 

also provide a direct measurement of depth to water, depth of casings, and 

depth of hole. Accurate quantitative determinations of aquifer porosity 

and water yield, however, have not been possible from the results of elec

tric well logging (Lao, Peterson and Cox 1969, pp. 55-59). 

Various types of neutron logs are highly sensitive to hydrogen, and 

under saturated conditions they provide a measure of formation porosity. 

Consequently, in the hope of obtaining quantitative estimates of aquifer 

porosity, it was decided to apply neutron borehole logging techniques to 

Hawaiian aquifers. 

The use of neutron logging for determination of porosity is common in 

sedimentary formations, however, little information is available on its use 

in volcanic rocks. In one of the few published descriptions of neutron well 

logging in volcanic rocks, Crosby and Anderson (1971) report that neutron

epithermal neutron logging in COlumbia River basalts in southeast Washington 

provides an accurate measure of porosity in the saturated zone and of mois

ture content in the unsaturated zone. They also report however, that neu

tron-gamma logging is very sensitive to borehole fluid and rock-wall chemis

try so that this function does not provide a good measure of porosity. 



Objectives 

The radiation well logging study had as its principal objective to 

apply neutron well logging techniques to the problem of obtaining reliable 

porosity data and relating these to water yields from Hawaiian aquifers. 

Conduct of Study 
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The investigation on which this report is based was begun during the 

academic year 1970-71, with financial support from the Honolulu Board of 

Water Supply and the Hawaii State Division of Water and Land Development. 

During this period the Project Manager participated in a one-month intensive 

training session, sponsored by the U.S. Public Health Service, dealing with 

the use of neutron sources and radiation safety. The details of neutron 

source logging and handling and storage were finalized, and a radioactive 

materials-use license was obtained under the University of Hawaii Atomic 

Energy Commission Broad License Agreement. In addition, arrangements were 

made with the Atomic Energy Commission to particpate in its market evalua

tion program for a Californium-252 neutron source. This arrangement pro

vided for one-year's use, on a loan basis, of a 200 microgram Californium-

252 neutron source for evaluation of borehole logging uses. Unfortunately, 

because of difficulties in adapting the Californium-252 source for use with 

the logging equipment already owned by the University of Hawaii, it became 

necessary to switch to an alternate cornrnercially~available neutron source. 

In 1971-72, in addition to Office of Water Resources Research support, 

both the Hawaii State Division of Water and Land Development and the Hono

lulu Board of Water Supply provided financial support for continuation of 

the neutron logging work. A 2.8 curie Arnericium-24l neutron source and a 

neutron logging sonde were purchased, and by the end of the year neutron 

logs had been run in several wells. 

Active logging work by the Water Resources Research Center ceased 

during the summer of 1973 after a total of 18 wells had been neutron logged, 

all on the island of Oahu. It is planned that once the Honolulu Board of 

Water Supply obtains an Atomic Energy Commission radioactive materials-use 

license the neutron logging equipment will be transferred to them for 

routine logging operations and maintenance. The Water Resources Research 

Center will retain title to the source and basic equipment for future 
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research use. 

Accomplishments and Scope of Report 

The emphasis of this report is on methodology in neutron well logging 

and related well log interpretation developed for use in Hawaii. Illustra

tion logs are presented with interpretation but no attempt is made to 

present interpretations of all the logs obtained during the course of this 

investigation. All of the master logs obtained during this study are on 

file at the Water Resources Research Center and copies are on file at the 

Honolulu Board of Water Supply. 

During the 1972-73 year, considerable effort was spent on calibration 

of the neutron logs to allow quantitative determinations of aquifer poro

sity. However, the calibration work was supported under Office of Water 

Resources Research Project Number A-034-HI, and will be described in a 

subsequent Water Resources Research Center technical report. 

PRINCIPLES OF NEUTRON LOGGING 

Neutron logging, like electric logging, is a wireline technique. The 

borehole sonde contains a neutron counter and a source of high-energy 

neutrons, and the surface equipment translates the neutron counting rates 

into a continuous log. The recorded neutron curve is the response of the 

neutron counter to the bombardment of the formations by high-energy neu

trons. This neutron curve is highly sensitive to the amount of hydrogen 

around the sonde, and thus in saturated formations, it provides a measure 

of porosity. 

Neutron Sources 

Neutrons are electrically neutral particles with a mass approximately 

equal to that of the hydrogen atom. Isolated neutrons are not produced by 

any natural radioactive decay process (Californium-252, a man-made radio

isotope, does emit an extremely high yield of neutrons by radioactive decay, 

however, owing to its short half-life of 2.65 years and its high cost, the 

use of Californium-252 for well logging purposes has been restricted 

primarily to neutron activation logging), and do not exist in large numbers 
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primarily to neutron activation logging), and do not exist in large 

numbers in nature. Thus, the first problem in neutron logging is to 

provide a source of high-energy neutrons. In well logging practice this 

commonly is done by use of nuclear alpha-neutron (a, n) transformation 

reactions in which the nuclei of certain light elements such as boron, 

lithium, and beryllium are irradiated with alpha particles. Common sources 

of alpha particles used in neutron well logging include natural alpha

active materials such as radium-226, polonium-2l0, actinium-227, and most 

recently, Americium-24l. Typical reactions are (after Lynch, 1962): 

88Ra226 + 86Rn222 + 2He~ + 10,000 a-ray photons 

in which onl represents a neutron and 2He~ is an alpha particle. The 

average energy of the neutrons produced in reactions typical of the above 

is 5 Mev (million electron volts). 

Neutron sources of the (a, n) type usually consist of a mixture of 

finely ground alpha-emitter and beryllium in powder form encapsulated in a 

metal sub. Table 1 lists important characteristics of the most commonly

used neutron capsule sources. As can be seen, radium (Ra) and actinium (Ac) 

sources have high neutron yields, but both also produce high gamma ray 

fluxes, which is disadvantageous both from a safety standpoint and because 

of the undesireable background radiation that it produces. A polonium (Po) 

source, on the other hand, produces a very low gamma ray flux, however, it 

has a half-life of only 138 days, which results in the undesireable effect 

of a neutron source which continually changes in strength. In recent years 

the Americium (Am) source has become the most widely used neutron logging 

source because of its favorable combination of long half-life and moderate 

gamma ray flux. 

Neutron Interactions 

As described in the previous section, a neutron produced by the (a, n) 

reaction possesses several Mev of kinetic energy and thus is termed a "fast 

neutron." Because of its high energy, it may ente;r-' into many reactions 

with the media through which it is travelling. However, because the 



TABLE 1. CHARACTERISTICS OF COMMON NEUTRON CAPSULE SOURCES. Q\ 

G.AMv1A DOSE APPROXIMATE 

HALF (MILLI ROENTGEN/HR YIELD 
SOURCE LIFE 1 METRE FROM A (NEUTRONS REMARKS 

SOURCE OF 10 6 PER SECOND 
NEUTRON PER SECOND) PER CURIE) 

226Ra/ Be 1620 YR 60 1.3 X 10' (1) INTERFERENCE BY HIGH 
PRODUCTION OF Y RAYS 

(2) LONG TERM STABILITY 

227Ac/ Be 21. 8 YR 8 1.5 X 10' (1) LOW PRODUCTION OF Y RAYS 

241Am/ Be 458 YR 1 2.5 X 10 6 (1) LOW Y RAY PRODUCT! ON 
(2) GOOD SOURCE STABILITY 

239Pu/ Be 24360 YR NOT AVAILABLE NOT AVAILABLE (1) NEUTRON FLUX FREE OF RAYS 
(2) LONG TERM STABILITY BUT 

SOURCE REQUIRES LARGE 
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS 

210Po/ Be 138 DAYS 0.1 2.5 X 10 6 (1) LOW PRODUCTION OF Y RAYS 
(2) SHORT LIFE PERIOD 

SOURCE: COMPILED BY M. SEHGAL 1974., FROM PIRSON 1963., AND WOOD 1969. 



neutron has no charge, unlike other radiation particles, it loses very 

little of its kinetic energy by ionization. 

The most important of the neutron reactions for logging purposes is 

dissipation of energy through elastic collisions, or elastic scattering. 
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In this process the neutron is slowed down by collisions with the nuclei of 

the media through which it is travelling, and in the process gives up some 

of its energy to those nuclei. A material which slows neutrons in this 

fashion is called a moderator. Fortuitously, of all common naturally

occurring materials, hydrogen is the best moderator. This is true primar

ily for two reasons. First, the scattering cross section, which is 

measured in barns, and has the dimensions of area, for hydrogen is very 

high. Secondly, because the weight of hydrogen is approximately the same 

as the weight of a neutron, the 'average energy loss per collision with 

hydrogen is very high. Consequently, the most probable number of colli

sions necessary to reduce the neutron energy from 2 Mev to 0.025 ev 

(thermal energy state) is much smaller for hydrogen than for any other 

element. Table 2 shows cross sections for neutron scattering and the most 

probable number' of collisions required for thermalization for some of the 

common elements. 

From the above discussion it can be seen that the scattering of a 

neutron flux passing through a saturated media is primarily determined by 

the hydrogen contained in the formation water. Since the water ordinarily 

is contained in the pore spaces within the media, the neutron scattering 

indicates the amount of porosity. 

After a neutron has been slowed down or moderated to thermal energy 

levels, it may be captured by the moderator. Two capture reactions are of 

particular interest for neutron well logging. The first is the neutron

gamma (n, y) reaction where a neutron is absorbed by the nucleus and the 

excess energy is emitted as gamma radiation. The second reaction of 

interest is the neutron-alpha (n, a) reaction in which a neutron is ab

sorbed and an alpha particle is emitted. This reaction is used primarily 

for counting thermal neutrons. 

Neutron Logs 

Neutron logging techniques have numerous applications in groundwater 

hydrology. The most important of these include porosity logging, formation 
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ELEMENT 

SYMBOL 

H 

Be 

B 

C 

N 

0 

Na 

Mg 

Al 

Si 

S 

C1 

K 

Ca 

Fe 

Cd 

Ba 

TABLE 2. CROSS SECTION FOR NEUTRON CAPTURE AND 
SCATTERING OF LOW-ENERGY NEUTRONS. 

COLLISIONS NECESSARY 
TO REDUCE NEUTRON 

ABUNDANCE, CROSS SECTION, BARNS ENERGY FROM 2 Mev 
ppm CAPTURE, (J SCATTERING, cr TO 0.025 ev a 5 

1,400 0.30 20 18 

0.009 6.1 87 

700 3 105 

320 0.0032 4.8 115 

1.88 40.0 130 

466,000 0.0002 4.1 150 

28,300 0.505 3.5 215 

20,900 0.4 3.6 227 

81,000 0.230 1.5 251 

277,000 0.13 1.7 261 

520 0.53 1.5 297 

314 31.6 10 329 

25,900 2.2 1.5 362 

36,300 0.43 9.5 371 

50,000 2.5 11. 0 514 

2500 5.3 1028 

1.25 8 1252 

SOURCE: LYNCH 1962. 
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density logging, chlorine logging, and neutron activation analysis. As the 

objective of this study is porosity logging, only the neutron porosity 

logging techniques will be discussed. 

Tqree different types of neutron porosity logs are possible. They are 

the neutron-ganuna log, tHe neutron-thermal neutron log, and the neutron

epithermal neutron log. In all three types of logs the basic neutron 

interactions are the same. The difference between the three logs being 

the type of counter that is used. Figure 1 illustrates schematically the 

basic principles of neutron porosity logging. The source is located at the 

bottom of the logging sonde, and produces a flux on the order of 10 6 to 107 

fast neutrons per second. The.neutrons emanate in all directions, passing 

through the borehole fluid and penetrating the surrounding formations, and 

in the process they are moderated until they reach the thermal energy level. 

Eventually the thermal neutrons may be captured in a en, y) reaction, and 

in neutron-gamma logging the gamma rays are counted. Because neutrons do 

not possess a charge, they cannot cause ionization and thus cannot be 

directly detected. In neutron-thermal neutron logging the thermal neutrons 

are counted most commonly with a proportional counter filled with either 

BF3 gas or with a gas containing 2He 3. When a thermal neutron enters the 

tube containing either BFs or 2He3 gas it may be absorbed by a boron or 

helium nucleus. When this happens a en, a.) reaction occurs and the new 

nucleus emits an alpha particle which ionizes the BF3 or 2He3 gas. If a 

voltage exists across the tube a detectable pulse is generated. In neutron

epithermal neutron logging the population of neutrons with energies just 

above the thermal level is measured. Epithermal neutrons, which have 

energies in the range of SO to 100,000 ev, can be measured directly with a 

scintillation counter. 

If the amount of hydrogen in the formation is high, a large percentage 

of the neutrons will become thermalized very close to the source. As the 

counter usually is at least a foot or more from the source, there is very 

little chance of the thermal neutrons being detected, and the log reading 

is low. On the other hand, if the hydrogen content in the formation is 

low, the mean radial component of the neutron path will be much greater and 

the log reading will be high. Because in most saturated formations the 

principal source of hydrogen is pore water, the neutron log provides a 

measure of formation porosity. 
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TO SURFACE LOGGING AND 
RECORDING EQUIPMENT 

WATER LEVEL 

--- HIGH-ENERGY NEUTRON 
PATH 

-- - THERMAL NEUTRON 
PATH 

ELECTRONICS SECTION 

DETECTOR (THERMAL NEUTRON) 

SPACER 

NEUTRON SOURCE 

FIGURE 1. SCHEf'lATIC ILLUSTRATI~ OF A NEUTRO\I LOGGING OPERATION. 



Porosity Logging Limitations 

There are a number of factors which complicate the application of the 

neutron curve for,the measurement of porosity. In general, these disturb

ing factors can be grouped as follows: 

(1) Borehole effects, 

(2) Formation rock and fluid effects, 

(3) Instrumental effects, 

and factors of importance in Hawaii are summarized in Table 3. 
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Because the response of the neutron curve to changes in porosity is 

not linear, and often cannot be predicted adequately from theoretical solu

tions, it is necessary to construct a field calibration curve, or in some 

instances a family of calibration curves for the area and formations in 

which logging is anticipated. Furthermore, to adequately take into account 

the instrumental effects described above, this should be done for each 

neutron logging instrument. The description of the field calibration of 

the neutron logging instrument used in this study will be the subject of a 

later Water Resources Research Center technical report. 

HAWAIIAN WELLS AND WELL-LOG INFORMATION 

Wells 

Most Hawaiian wells consist of tunnels which develop either dike

confined or perched high-level water bodies, Maui tunnels which develop 

basal groundwater, and drilled wells which also develop primarily basal 

groundwater. The neutron well logging techniques discussed in this report 

were utilized only in the drilled wells. 

Well depths range from several hundred feet to over a thousand feet, 

but most of the wells are less than 700 feet deep. Well diameters vary 

from about 6 to 20 inches. At present, both cable tool and rotary drilling 

methods are utilized for well construction, but all of the wells drilled 

prior to 1946 were drilled by the cable tool method (Lao, P~terson and Cox 

1969). Drilling mud has been used primarily only in rotary drilling. Wells 

generally are cased to 20 to 30 feet below the water table, with the remain

der of the well left uncased. Artesian wells usually are cased through the 

sedimentary caprock and the weathered top portion of basalt. 
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2. 

TABLE 3. COtv't-1ON FACTORS WH I CH CAUSE NEUTRON LOGG I NG Cav\PLI CATIONS IN 
HAWAI IAN WELLS. 

BOREHOLE EFFECTS RESERVOIR ROCK INSTRUMENTAL EFFECTS AND FLUID EFFECTS 

BOREHOLE CAS ING 1- DENSITY AND CHEMISTRY 1- PROBE DIMENSIONS 
OF ROCK 

A. DIAMETER OF CASING A. VOLCAN I C FO~ TI ONS A. S - D SPACING (RADIUS OF 
I NVESTI GATION) 

B. THICKNESS OF CASING B. SEDIMENTAAY FQRMI\TIONS B. RATIO OF PROBE DIAMETER 
TO BOREHOLE DIAMETER 

C. PRESENCE OR ABSENCE OF C. DIMENSIONS OF SHIELDING 
CEMENT AND GRAVEL MATERIAL IN THE PROBE 

BOREHOLE DIAMETER AND 2. F~TION POROSITY 2. SOURCE STRENGTH 
BOREHOLE RUGOSITY DISTRIBUTION 

3. BOREHOLE FLUID 3. PROBE ECCENTRICITY 
A. DENSITY 
B. FLUID CHEMISTRY 
C. WATER LEVEL 
D. WATER SALINITY 
E. WATER TEMPERATURE 

4. TIME CONSTANT~ LOGGING SPEED 
AND DIRECTION OF LOGGING 

5. ACCURATE CALIBRATION 

..... 
N 
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Well Log Information 

A detailed description of well log information from Hawaiian wells is 

given by Lao, Peterson, and Cox (1969, pp. 10-16). In addition, the same 

publication lists geophysical functions logged for various wells on Oahu 

and Kauai (pp. 91-93). In general, the well log information consists of 

geologic, hydrologic, geometric, electric, and photographic data. Geologic 

information consists primarily of driller's logs, geologic logs and core 

drilling results. Hydrologic data primarily consist of head measurements, 

vertical flow measurements, water salinity and conductivity, water tempera

ture, and formation porosity based on core drilling. 

Lao, Peterson, and Cox (1969) report that in general, there are few 

significant quantitative measures of porosities of either aquifer or 

aquiclude material in Hawaii. Although probably tens of thousands of feet 

of lavas have been core-drilled, on the average, core recovery is only 

about 30 percent. Furthermore, the cores recovered generally represent 

only the less porous parts of the lavas. Undisturbed samples of high

porosity clinkery or badly fractured lava flows are not obtainable by any 

of the conventional methods used in the Islands for either well drilling 

or test-hole drilling. Furthermore, it must be recognized that Hawaiian 

basalts are extremely heterogeneous structurally, and that porosities may 

vary widely over distances of only a few feet. Thus porosities as deter

mined from cores cannot confidently be extrapolated over even small lateral 

or vertical distances, but must be considered as only point porosities. 

Geometric data consist of nominal casing diameters, nominal well dia

meters (bit diameters), well and casing depths, and borehole caliper logs. 

Electric logging data include spontaneous potential (SP) logs, formation 

resistivity logs, and borehole fluid conductivity logs. Photographic data 

consist of 35-mm black and white borehole photo logs from wells on Oahu. 

Not all the above described data are available for all wells. 

NEUTRON LOGGING EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURES 

Equipment 

The basic neutron well logging equipment used in this study consists 
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of the following items: recorder, depth measurement system, hoist unit, 

a-c generator to power the surface equipment, neutron sonde, neutron source, 

high-voltage power source to operate the borehole sonde, neutron storage 

and transport container, neutron handling tool, radioactivity monitoring 

equipment and film badge service, and logging vehicle. Figure 2 illustrates, 

the basic neutron logging equipment, and the Appendix contains a detailed 

description of all the above apparatus. 

Well Logging Procedures 

The procedures used in neutron logging in Hawaii are similar to 

standard procedures used elsewhere (Lao, Peterson and Cox 1969, pp. 32-33). 

The recorder, depth measurement system and hoist unit are all permanently 

mounted in the logging vehicle, and all the other equipment, including 

power sources, logging sonde, neutron source, etc., are also carried in the 

same vehicle. When not in actual logging use, the neutron source is stored 

(in the storage container) in a Honolulu Board of Water Supply auxiliary 

tunnel in Kalihi Valley. As described in detail in the following section, 

standard Atomic Energy Commission storage procedures are carefully followed, 

and the source is at all times kept under lock and key. 

Preparatory to logging a well, the logging vehicle is maneuvered 

conveniently close to the well. The selsyn sheave (used to measure the 

length of logging cable lowered into the well) is suspended centrally above 

the well on a light weight aluminum tripod. 

Once logging is ready to procede, the neutron source is removed from 

the storage and transport container and attached to the neutron logging 

sonde using the 5-foot-Iong source handling tool. The logging sonde is 

then placed into the well. This entire operation usually takes less than a 

minute, and as described in the following section, is carefully monitored 

with the radiation detection equipment. 

When actual logging begins, the sonde is lowered to the bottom of the 

well, and the neutron log is produced as the sonde is being raised back to 

the surface. In all cases, wells are neutron-logged only after other geo

physical logging surveys have been run on the entire depth of the hole. 

This allows detection of obstructions and other possible troublesome por

tions of the wellbore. Under no circumstances are wells neutron-logged if 
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there is any possible danger of snagging or hanging up the neutron tool in 

the hole. 

Radiation Safety Procedures 

The 2.8 curie Americium-241 neutron source used in this study produces 

approximately 7xl0 6 high-energy neutrons per second, as well as a gamma 

dose rate of approximately 3.5 rads per hour at a distance I meter from the 

unshielded source. As discussed earlier in this report, because neutrons 

are non-ionizing, their depth of penetration is large (on the order of tens 

of feet in air) and they are difficult to detect. Consequently, unless 

proper radiation handling and safety procedures are followed, the use of 

this type of neutron source poses potential health hazards. 

To better regulate these materials, the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 

requires that their possession and use be licensed. The Americium-24l 

source used in this study was licensed by the University of Hawaii (license 

number HIG-431-68) under its Broad License Agreement with the Atomic Energy 

Commission. 

To safeguard against undue radiation exposure the following radiation 

safety procedures were established and strictly adhered to throughout the 

duration of this study: 

(1) All persons actively involved in the neutron logging program were 

required to undergo a complete medical examination at the beginning and end 

of the project (no adverse health problems have been detected). 

(2) All persons involved in the actual logging work plus any visitors 

to the logging sites were required to participate in a bi-weekly film 

badge service which monitors both high-energy and thermal neutrons, and 

gamma- and x-radiations. To date, no badge has monitored enough radiation 

over any two-week period to be greater than the minimum detection level of 

the badges. In the initial stages of the project pocket dosimeters also 

were used, but because exposures were smaller than could be detected, their 

use was discontinued. 

(3) Instantaneous neutron and gamma- and x-radiation levels were 

monitored with a neutron counter and a gamma- and x-ray rate counter several 

times during the logging of each well. In particular, radiation levels 

were always carefully checked at each of the following stages of the logging 

procedure: (a) when the neutron source container was first approached to 



be loaded into the logging vehicle, (b) at least once during transport in 

the logging vehicle, (c) when the neutron source was removed from the 

storage container and attached to the logging sonde, and (d) after the 

source storage container was returned to the Kalihi storage tunne,l. 

(4) All radiation monitoring equipment was re-calibrated annually. 
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(5) Atomic Energy Commission-designated radiation signs and notices 

were affixed to the logging vehicle and the Kalihi ?torage tunnel entrance. 

(6) When not in logging use, the neutron source, placed inside the 

storage container, was stored in a Honolulu Board of Water Supply auxiliary 

tunnel in Kalihi Valley (see Fig. 3 for schematic diagram of tunnel storage 

system), arid was secured by a double lock system. 

(7) To insure against possible leakage of radioactive material from 

the encapsulated neutron source, a standard wipe sample was collected once 

every 3 months, and measured for possible radioactivity. To date, all wipe 

tests have been negative. 

NEUTRON LOGGING RESULTS AND APPLICATIONS 

Wells Logged 

To date 18 we1ls have been neutron-logged in Hawaii, all on Oahu. 

Most of these wells were drilled many years or even decades prior to log

ging, and in all cases except a recently-completed well at Wahiawa, the 

drilling mud, if any had been used, was removed before logging. The wells 

range in depth from 205 feet to 1509 feet, and in diameter from 6 to 20 

inches. Most of the wells logged are observation wells, and thus readily 

available for logging. In all instances the wells penetrate basaltic 

aquifers. Some of the wells were drilled through a sedimentary section 

before entering the basalts, but in all of these, the sedimentary sections 

were cased off. A1l of the wells logged, with the possible exception of 

Well No. 36-1 in upper Manoa Valley, tap the basal lens. Well No. 36-1 is 

thought to tap a dike-confined groundwater body. Descriptions of all the 

wells logged during the course of this study are given in Table 4, and the 

locations of these wells are shown in Figure 4. 
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TABLE 4. DESCRIPTION OF WELLS NEUTRON-LOGGED. 

LOCATION WELL NO. DATE DEPTH CASING DEPTH DI.AMETER 
REMARK9~ LOGGED (FEET) (FEET) (INCHES) 

BERETANIA ST. T-85 05/17/73 1509 450 6 

BERETANIA ST. 88-E 09/21/73 533 479 12 PI-OTOLOGGED 

HL\LEMA,I\O 3102-02 10/03/73 970 800 20 

IOLEKAA 407-17 06/28/73 423 307 12 

KAIMUKI 7-A 08/14/73 260 100 12 PHOTOLOGGED 

KAIMUKI T-86 01/30/73 424 114 6 PI-OTOLOGGED 

KALAKAUA AVE. 58 OS/22/73 419 312 8 

KALAUAO T-118 03/15/73 390 202 12 

Kl.Jf\.IIA 256-2C 02/15/73 391 250 16 

KUNIA 256-2D 02/15/73 386 250 16 

f'Lt.lALUU T-143 09/14/73 1007 151 8 PHOTO LOGGED 

P~I 196-2 02/22/73 1457 187 12 

WAIHEE T-114 03/01173 348 62 12 

WAIHEE T-115 03/01/73 343 148 12 

WAlMALU T-75 03/22/73 250 77 12 

WAIPAHU 241 03/22/73 205 38 12 

WAALOA PL. 36-1 08/21173 537 138 16 

WILDER AVE. 36-A 02/13/73 304 272 12 

~~ IN GENERAL ELECTRIC, CONDUCTIVITY, TEMPERATURE, AND CALIPER LOGS ARE AVAILABLE FOR ALL WELLS 
(SEE LAO, PETERSON AND COX 1969). 

I-' 
\0 
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Logging Results 

Numerous theoretical equations treating the distribution and density 

of neutrons in the wellbore and adjacent formations are readily available 

(Barsukov et al. 1965, pp. 176-235). However, owing to the great complexity 

of natural subsurface conditions, in actual logging practice, application 

of such theory is difficult and often overly complex. Furthermore, often 

not enough is known about the conditions and geometry of the borehole and 

the rocks penetrated to make all the corrections necessary for detailed 

quantitative analysis. This is especially true for neutron logging in the 

Hawaiian volcanic environment. As has been described earlier in this 

report, the aquifer properties of the basaltic rocks penetrated by bore

holes in Hawaii are characterized by extreme heterogeneity and anisotropy. 

It is possible, however, to make qualitative and semiquantitative 

interpretations of neutron log data using various empirical methods. 

Generally, most interpretation methods utilize empirical equations based on 

the relationship of log responses to borehole core data. For most of the 

wells ~eutron-logged in Hawaii, however, core data was not readily availa

ble, and the neutron responses were interpreted by correlation with borehole 

photographic data. Furthermore, within any given borehole, most Hawaiian 

neutron logs are observed to have a reasonably consistent response for the 

same formation types. Thus, log character can be related to physical para

meters observed from borehole photography or to properly constructed bore

hole models. However~ in all these interpretative methods, borehole effects 

must be corrected for, or deflections in the log responses due to nonstand

ard hole conditions must be recognized and explained. In many instances it 

is simply impossible to interpret all the departures resulting from non

ideal log responses. 

EXAMPLES OF LOG RESPONSES. Examples of typical neutron logging responses 

in Hawaiian basaltic formations are shown in the next several figures. The 

neutron curves shown in these figures consist of plots of actual measured 

neutron counts as a function of borehole depth. 

Most commonly, the neutron· function from wells in sedimentary strata 

is represented as one-of several standardized neutron pnits (for example, 

Schlumberger standard neutron counts, environmental neutron units, API 

neutron units, etc.). The various standardized neutron units are all 
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referenced to either logging service company equipment or to sedimentary 

rocks, and hence are not readily applicable to either the logging equipment 

or the subsurface environment in Hawaii. Consequently, it was found that 

the actual measured neutron counts were the most convenient representation 

of the neutron response. Actually, the absolute value of the neutron 

signal is of little importance, as it is primarily controlled by various 

instrumental and borehole effects, as well as the randomness of the radio

active decay process. The most meaningful signal is the difference in 

neutron counts between different formations. 

The basic characteristics of the neutron logging responses in Hawaiian 

basalts are not substantially different from the characteristics of the logs 

from other geologic environments. This similarity is to be expected, 

however, as the response to neutron bombardment of any formation is basic

ally a response to hydrogen interactions, and thus to water content and 

formation porosity. The primary difference in the neutron logging responses 

of sedimentary and volcanic formations results from differences in the 

distribution and overall range of porosities of the two rock types. The 

distribution of basaltic rock porosity is extremely heterogeneous and aniso

tropic, and porosities commonly range from less than 5 percent in dense aa 

cores and ponded flows to virtually 100 percent in some large cavities and 

lava tubes. Conversely, the porosities of most sedimentary rocks (some 

limestones excepted) are rather uniformly distributed and vary over a 

fairly narrow range within any given rock type. 

An aspect of neutron logging which greatly influences the measured 

neutron response is the radius of investigation. As described previously, 

the average depth of penetration of neutrons into formations is primarily a 

function of the porosity and fluid content, and in most natural formations, 

varies from only a few inches in highly porous saturated formations to more 

than 2 feet in dense nonporous formations. 

Because the basic neutron response is to hydrogen interactions, poro

sity is represented as an inverse function of the measured neutron curve. 

Figure 5 shows a neutron curve obtained by the neutron-logging techniques 

described in this report and a porosity curve from the same borehole pre

pared by analysis of borehole photographs. For ease of correlation, the 

neutron count scale increases to the right and the porosity scale increases 

to the left. It can be seen that a definite correlation exists between the 
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two curves, especially in their lower portions. Establishment of quanti

tative relationships between neutron logs and porosity for Hawaiian basal

tic formations is of primary interest and concern. Such quantitative 

treatment is beyond the scope of the work performed during this study, 

however, and will be described in a subsequent Water Resources Research 

Center technical report. 

An aspect of the neutron responses which is especially encouraging is 

the high degree of log.reproducibility. For example, Figure 6 shows two 

different neutron curves run approximately 30 minutes apart on the same 

well. It can readily be seen that these two curves are virtually identical. 

This gives a high confidence factor to the measured neutron curves, and also 

illustrates that many of the deviations from ideal log responses have, in 

fact, a physical basis, and are not simply spurious instrument responses. 

Figure 7 illustrates two additional neutron log responses character

istic of Hawaiian wells. A large, abrupt decrease in neutron count occurs 

at the water-surface boundary, and a small increase in neutron count occurs 

at the termination of casing. Typically, the neutron response in the 

unsaturated portion of Hawaiian wells ranges from about 600 to 800 neutron 

counts per second, and in the saturated portion of wells from about 200 to 

sao neutron counts per second, although some peaks in the saturated portion 

may be slightly higher than this. The abrupt decrease in neutron count 

below the water surface is to be expected, and results from the greatly 

increased hydrogen abundance in the water-saturated portion of the hole. 

This response is particularly useful as it provides a very reliable measure 

of the position of the water surface in a well. However, owing to the large 

difference in neutron counts between the two portions of the curve it is 

necessary to manually shift one portion of the curve, otherwise the entire 

log cannot be kept on the logging chart with good sensitivity in both 

sections. Because hydrological investigations ordinarily seek information 

above, as well as below the water surface, this curve shifting is undesir

able as it makes the interrelating of the upper and lower log sections more 

difficult. Thus, to produce more useful data, the neutron logs often are 

run in a dual mode, one of low sensitivity which accurately shows the rela

tionship of the upper and lower log sections, arid a second of high sensi

tivity which shows important details. Dual mode logging is also useful in 

interpreting the logs because the less sensitive mode directs attention to 
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the most important log features while the more sensitive mode can be used 

to study details. Figure 8 illustrates a typical dual mode neutron log. 
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It can also readily be seen that although the sensitivity of the two logs 

in this figure is different, the degree of reproducibility between the logs 

is still very good. 

Figure 7 also illustrates the typical response to casing termination 

in Hawaiian wells. As can be seen, at the end of the casing at about 200 

feet depth, there is a moderate increase in neutron count, and a percepti

ble improvement in log resolution. Although the exact cause of this casing 

shift is not fully understood, the effect has been observed in all the wells 

neutron-logged in Hawaii, and it probably is related to the presence of 

iron in the well casings. Iron is known to be a good moderator of neutrons, 

and thus one would expect that inside a steel well casing the overall 

neutron signal would be somewhat reduced owing to iron-moderation effects. 

A shift in the neutron curves in response to borehole diameter varia

tions normally is observed on neutron logs from wells in sedimentary forma

tions. This is owing to the greater moderating effect of water in larger 

boreholes which causes the neutron count to be smaller. Consequently, 

neutron-porosity calibration curves commonly are presented as a family of 

curves, with a different curve representing each different hole diameter 

(Brown and Bowens 1958). Theoretically, this borehole diameter effect 

should alsobe observed for neutron logs from Hawaiian wells. In practice, 

however, this effect appears to be very small in Hawaiian wells. For the 

wells neutron-logged thus far, nominal well diameters range from 6 to 20 

inches. Virtually no differences in response, either in magnitude or 

range of neutron counts, was observed that can be attributed to differences 

in well diameter. Figure 9 shows a neutron log from a well in which 

apparent borehole diameter effects however are present. This well (No. 36-1 

in upper Manoa Valley) consists of three sections, each with a different 

borehole diameter. The upper 138 feet contains a l6-inch casing, the 

interval between 138 and 270 feet is uncased and has a nominal diameter of 

12 inches, and the interval from 270 feet to the bottom of the hole also is 

uncased and has a nominal diameter of 8 inches. From Figure 9 it can 

readily be seen that a distinct increase in the average neutron counts 

occurs at the bottom of the l6-inch casing at a depth of 138 feet. It is 

not known how much of this shift is because of casing effects, and how 
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much, if any, is due to diameter effects. Based on observations of logs 

from other wells, however, it seems probable that most of this shift is due 

to termination of the casing. At a depth of 270 feet, however, where the 

nominal hole diameter is reduced from 12 to 8 inches, another small increase 

in the average neutron count is observed, and this probably is due to the 

reduction in borehole diameter. Unfortuantely, electric logs are not 

available from this hole to verify whether this shift is the result of 

diameter effects or possibly a change in formation properties. 

One possible explanation for the apparent lack of borehole diameter 

effects observed for neutron logs from Hawaiian wells is the relationship 

between nominal and actual borehole diameter. Most boreholes in sedimen

tary formations commonly logged with neutron tools are cased throughout 

their entire length, and have nominal and actual borehole diameters which 

are very similar. As described previously, most Hawaiian wells, however, 

are cased only in the upper portions, and in the uncased portions actual 

well diameters may vary significantly from nominal well diameters. This 

variation between actual and nominal well diameters also probably exists 

even for many portions of the hole behind the casing. Caliper logs from 

Hawaiian wells show that actual borehole diameters are approximately equal 

to nominal diameters only opposite dense portions of lava flows, and that 

in permeable, porous zones actual diameters often are considerably enlarged 

owing to caving, etc. Figure 10, which shows a typical caliper log from a 

well in Hawaiian basaltic lava flows, illustrates this disparity between 

actual and nominal hole diameter. The overall effect of this, then, is to 

generally overwhelm any effects of variation in nominal well diameter. 

A final logging response which was looked for, but never observed, was 

a formation-water salinity effect. The effect of dissolved salts is to 

take up space in the water which otherwise would be occupied by hydrogen, 

thus reducing the hydrogen density (Schlumberger 1969). Thus it might be 

expected that in high salinity waters the neutron count would increase. 

This effect, however, was not observed in any of the Hawaiian wells neutron

logged. In each of the 3 deep observation wells at Beretania (T-85), Puna

luu (T-143), and Punanani (196-2), the formation water conductivity increases 

from less than 500 to over 35,000 micromhos. However, the neutron logs for 

these 3 wells show virtually no change in average neutron count, except for 

the shifts attributable to casing terminations. If a formation-water 
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salinity effect is present, it is extremely subtle. 

CORRELATION WITH OTHER HAWAIIAN LOG INFORMATION. Correlation between 

neutron logs and driller's logs generally is difficult. Figure 11 shows 

typical neutron and driller's logs from Well 256-2C, which penetrates 

basaltic formations, and Figure 12 shows a neutron log and a driller's log 

from Well 88-E, which penetrates approximately 450 feet of sedimentary 

strata. As can be seen from these two figures, correlation between neutron 

logs and driller's logs is not readily apparent, as the driller's logs lack 

sufficient detail for good comparison. The neutron logs give a much better 

indication of the true variation in formation characteristics as the 

driller's logs, in general, are lacking in detail. 

Correlation between neutron logs and electric resistivity logs also 

appears quite good. For example, Figure 13 includes a point resistivity 

log which shows good correlation with the neutron log, especially for the 

lower part of the logs. In general, horizons with high resistivity also 

show high neutron counts, and horizons with low resistivity, low neutron 

counts. 

Correlation between neutron logs and spontaneous potential electric 

logs, however, is considerably less meaningful. In some cases, negative 

SP's, generally indicative of no-flow horizons, correlate with high neutron 

counts, and positive SP's, generally indicative of flow-contributing hori

zons, correlate with low neutron counts. However, for most spontaneous 

potential and neutron logs, very little positive correlation was observed. 

Although both neutron and electric logs should be run on all wells 

whenever possible, logging experience over the past several years indicates 

that in general, for the Hawaiian environment, neutron logging has several 

advantages over electric logging. In the first place, neutron logging, 

because it provides a direct quantitative measure of formation porosity, 

gives a much better indication of relative aquifer yield than can be ob

tained from electric logging. Electric logging allows selection of poten

tial producing and nonproducing zones, but provides little actual quantita

tive information on the relative importance of the various producing zones 

within a single hole. Furthermore, practical logging experience has shown 

that there are numerous conditions within Hawaiian wells which appear to 

restrict the applicability of electric logging responses to a greater 

degree than neutron logging response. The most important of these include 
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casing effects, borehole diameter effects, bed thickness effects, and water 

salinity and temperature effects. For example, although casing effects 

cause a distinct shift in the neutron curve, this effect can be evaluated 

quantitatively, and compensated for. Electric logs, however, simply cannot 

be run opposite the cased portion of wells. Furthermore, if true formation 

resistivity is desired, corrections must be made on electric logs for vari

ations in hole diameter, bed thickness, formation water salinity, and 

formation water temperature. Lao, Peterson, and Cox (1969, pp.5l-55) have 

described some of these limitations. Consequently, it is observed that the 

reproducibility of neutron logs from a single borehole is considerably 

better than for electric logs. 

Applications 

The most important application of neutron logging in Hawaii has been 

for determination of porosity in the saturated zones. The qualitativ~ 

aspects of this application have been described in previous chapters of 

this report. To provide quantitative measurements of porosity, calibration 

curves must be constructed for the logging sonde being used and for the 

borehole conditions under which the logs are made. As mentioned previously, 

the description of calibration work for quantitative evaluation of porosity 

will be the subject of a subsequent Water Resources Research Center techni

cal report. Other important applications of neutron logging in Hawaii 

include location of the water surface in wells, and location of possible 

casing breaks and the depth of casing. Moreover, as neutron logs can be 

run through casing, this allows utilization of existing cased holes as a 

source of hydrological and lithological information, especially desirable 

in areas where little subsurface information is available. 

Elsewhere, neutron logs are often used to measure moisture content in 

the unsaturated zone above the water table. No attempt was made in this 

study to investigate this usage, but it is probable that this application 

could also be used under Hawaiian conditions. 

In addition, neutron logs from adjacent wells were compared to evaluate 

the potential for stratigraphic correlation. However, as can be seen in 

Figure 14, which slows neutron logs from two wells only 90 feet apart, 

little correlation is evident. This is not unexpected, however, and further 

confirms the presently-held model of extreme areal variations in porosity 
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of most Hawaiian lava flows. 

Probably the best use of neutron logs is in conjunction with other 

borehole log. Figure 15 shows a composite log suite which consists of 

neutron logs, a spontaneous potential log, point resistivity, 6-foot later

al, and 16- and 64-inch normal resistivity logs, a fluid conductivity log, 

and a driller's log. As can be seen, correlation is generally good between 

all the electric resistivity logs and the neutron log. In particular, the 

dense, low-porosity zone from about -40 to -80 feet below sea level stands 

out on all the resistivity logs and the neutron log, and is also shown 

fairly well on the driller's log. Correlation between the spontaneous 

potential log and the neutron log at this well is poor, and correlation 

between the fluid conductivity log and the neutron log is completely lack

ing. On the whole, however, the various logs generally tend to confirm 

each other, and add confidence to the interpretation of various aquifer 

features. 
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APPENDIX. LIST OF EQUIPMENT. 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

Recorder 

Depth Measurement 
System 

Hoist Unit 

A. C. Alternator 

Neutron Logging Tool 

Neutron Source 

Source Storage 
Container 

Source Handling Tool 

Neutron Logging Tool 
Power Source 

Neutron Counter 

Log-Master Model LMR-D dual-channel recorder 
and selector panel. Self-balancing potentio
metric D. C. millivolt recorder. Individual 
recording of neutron, temperature, specific 
conductivity, caliper, and other surveys. 
Simultaneous recording of spontaneous potential 
and electrical resistivity. 

Log-Master selsyn generator with cable hoist
head control of synchronous motor-driven odom
eter and chart paper system. 

Log-Master Model LMH-15-POE. Drum driven by an 
electric motor through gear reducer and variable 
speed transmission. Drum capacity of 1500 feet 
of 3/16 inch O. D. stainless reverse laid 3-
conductor cable. 

Sears 1250 watt, 115 VAC, 60 cycle gasoline
powered alternator. 

Gearhart-Owens Industries 1 11/16 inch CCL tool 
with 1 inch x 6 inch HE-3 detector and 13 inch 
source-detector spacer. Model No. 02-9257-00. 

2.8 curie sealed Americium-24l, Beryllium neu
tron source from Monsanto Research Corporation. 
Identification No. MRC-N-SS-W-AMBE. 

Monsanto Research Corporation 3 curie AM-BE 
neutron source storage container. 

Gearhart-Owens Industries 5 foot stainless 
chrome-coated neutron source loading tool. 
Model No. 02-9907-10. 

160 volt, 65 milliamp power source and fre
quency-to-voltage converter for neutron logging 
tool. Constructed by Ronald C. Fukuhara, Univ. 
of Hawaii technician. 

Eberline portable neutron REM counter. Model 
No. PNR-4. Used for radiation safety monitor
ing. 
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ITEM 

Garnma- and X-Ray 
Counter 

Pocket Dosimeters 

Dosimeter Charger 

DESCRIPTION 

Ludlum Model 12 count rate meter with Model 
44-6 thin wall Geiger-Mueller probe for count
ing gamma- and x-radiation. Used for radiation 
safety monitoring. 

2 Eberline Model No. 06-609 thermal neutron 
dosimeters. 

2 Eberline Model No. 06-862 garnma- and x-ray 
dosimeters. 

1 Eberline Model No. 06-884 fast neutron- and 
gamma-dosimeter. 

1 Eberline Model No. 06-886 neutron insensitive 
gamma- and x-ray dosimeter. 

Eberline Model No. 06-906 dosimeter charger. 




